
BASE menu was revisited and we introduce a new �  mode within the BASE 
menu. BASE menu is a HP42S legacy and does not exist on the parent WP43S.  

The BASE menu contains commands for HEX, DEC, OCT and BIN which are 
indicated by radio buttons very similar to the HP42S menu and the functionality is  
similar to the buttons on the HP16C. See both depicted on the right. In addition, 
�  sets arbitrary number bases (2-16) and corresponds loosely to the # key on 
g[� ] on the C43 and on f[� ] on the WP43S.  

B asic funct ional i t y : A number base is set us ing a funct ion key 
�  or the conventional # key. The �  mode will 
activate, the value in the X-register is automatically converted to the Short Integer type in the specified base, 
and the keyboard top row changes if base 11 and higher is selected. 

Note that the Short Integer type has a maximum size of 64 bits with no fractions or decimal places. With 

conversion from the REAL type to Short Integer, decimals may be lost when converted, and with 

conversion from Long Integer significant digits could be truncated.  

Once a number base has been defined in a register, the base of that number is displayed as a subscript of 
that value in the register on the stack, eg. � . The mode change is in the top status line when the Short 
Integer �  mode is active, for example � . When bases 2, 8, 10 or 16 are selected, the 
corresponding radio button is lit. For all bases (2-16) the base number is displayed in the subscript of 
MODE#, for example �  . 

While �  mode is active, all new numbers entered and cleared 
will be of the Short Integer type, in the selected number base.  

Terminating the �  mode: 

�  by starting to type a real number (1., pi, E, etc.) 

�  by converting to a real number using g[.d]   

�  by long pressing the EXIT button 

�  by pressing the activated radio button, I find this 
the easiest way to exit the BASE mode (DR).  

Note that closing the BASE menu does not exit the �  mode. This is so that you can continue to use 

the mode while no or other menus are displayed. The conventional # key remains functional. 

Following the HP16C example: The Boolean functions AND, OR, XOR and NOT, are available in the first 
BASE menu, and the shifts and rotates SL1, RL1, RL1, RR1, RL and RR on the second BASE menu. A full set 
of bit flip buttons are provided. The full suite of WP43S commands for handling Short Integer types, binary 
and boolean logic remains available in the the BITS and INTS menu shortcuts, which are also provided. 

Typing numbers in bases 11 through 16: The C43 way of entering HEX 
digits is via the six top row buttons already labelled A..F, which become 
primary for this purpose. When a �  mode from 11 and 16 is 
selected, the status bar indicates this key change by � , 
indicating that buttons A-F are activated. The C43 version with Layout 
for unmodified DM42 works the same way. 

As comparison of HEX entry on other devices: the HP42S 
displays A..F digit function keys after selecting the �  menu 
button. Similarly on the WP43S an A..F softmenu is provided after 
pressing � . On the HP16C, this is simply done by 6 top row 
keys. On the WP34S the HEX/OCT/BIN base mode also changes 
the top 6 keys to digits A..F. On the C43 no softmenu A..F is 
required but it is available in the �  softmenu. 
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We hope that HP42S and HP16C users will find their way around immediately, with this solution. 

commonly used word sizes, any size 2-64 with leading zeroes 
commonly used number bases, and any base 2-16 
commonly used boolean functions, four functions 
�  mode: new numbers entered follow the base setting 
shortcuts to all other functions in the BITS and INTS menus 

Shortcuts for interactive rotates and shifts like HP16C 
Shortcuts for bit length / signedness combos, i.e. U08 … 
Functions to flip/swap bytes and words, 

Shortcuts for signedness swaps, SWAP.B & SWAP.W 
Shortcuts for interactive BitFlips, i.e. FB00 … FB 63 

�  mode is active when �  or �  in the status bar. 
�  mode is independent of any softmenu showing.  
�  mode is cancelled by >I, IP, .d, pressing a lit RadioButton, eg. �   or by long pressing EXIT. 

As comparison, this is similar to the HP42S menu, which also has radio buttons indicating the mode,
� , but the HP42S mode is active while its BASE menu is showing. 
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• Number types and functions are as per the WP43S Operator Manual version U 0.16, pp 134 to 141. In addition, the 
display and management of these via a BASE softmenu and a BASE mode is added in the C43. 

• �  mode behaves similar the BASE menu on the HP42S, i.e. decimals are ignored and new numbers will be 
entered in the selected base. 

• When �  mode activates, the following features are available: 

✴  A one to three line fixed HEX/OCT/BIN display of the X register 
appears above the dividing line. The DISP_SI setting determines the 
number of lines used for the fixed X display. 

✴g[#] enters short integers, as per WP43S, as is expected. 
✴  CLX will create a zero short integer number in the X register, and 

CLSTK will create a stack of zero short integer numbers in HEX or 
similarly for any other base in the mode. 

✴  keys for A-F (needed for HEX and base > 10 entry) are allocated to top 
row below the function keys. That is, the 6 functions defaults to A-F. 

• The Short Integer base shortcuts (HEX, DEC, OCT, BIN) work like they do on the HP42S and HP16C, i.e. directly 
converting to the destination base. Pressing HEX, DEC, OCT & BIN: 

✴  converts any real or long integer number to type Short Integer, base 2, 8, 10 or 16 
✴  displays an indicator which shows the mode, i.e � . 
✴  selected mode will remain, i.e. � , after menu change. This is different from HP42S. 
✴  after conversion, �  mode starts and is indicated by � . Any new number entered will be in the …#16 

notation. Similar for any other base, using MODE# to selected the base number. 
  
• Changing word length will truncate bits on the left. 

✴  shortcuts available for �  and WSIZE for arbitrary bit width. 
✴  bit width is indicated with a radio button and/or WSIZE number  
✴  immediately changes, i.e. adds/truncates bits in the complete 4/8 level stack. This is a permanent change. 

Stored registers are not changed. 

• LEAD0 enables/disables all leading zeroes in bases 2, 4, 8 & 16 for all numbers in the stack 

• LNGINT converts a short integer or real number to a base 10 long integer by truncating. 

• # is similar to the standard WP 43S short integer operator, conveniently placed on a function key �  
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